
Real Programmers

Don't UseDon't Use
FrameworksFrameworks
They write web applications through the
command-line straight to the server.
Hats off to them. For the rest of us, Nette
is a great help to our work.

Nette is a family of mature and stand-
alone components for PHP 8. Ready to
be smitten? Together, they create a
framework that had been rated as the
3rd most popular in the world. Our
philosophy is to focus on productivity,
best practices, and security.

GET STARTED

Security Is a Priority   

There is nothing we care about more than
security. That is why we had built Nette as the
safest PHP framework. It had passed many
audits with flying colors, it eliminates safety
traps like XSS, CSRF and brings out ground-
breaking methods.

Catching Bronze 

We aim to create Nette as a fun and easy to
use framework, that programmers can fall in
love with. And we seem to be doing it well!
We were rated as the 3rd most popular
framework in a survey „Best PHP Framework
for 2015“ by a well-know magazine SitePoint.

Over 15 Yrs
of Development

We have been developing Nette for over
15 years- and counting! Libraries we provide
are therefore highly mature, stable, and
widely used. They are trusted by a number
of global corporations and many significant
websites rely on us. Who uses and trusts
Nette?

Libraries & Framework

Nette consists of several handy standalone
libraries, which can be used in any codebase,
for example, combined with WordPress or
another framework. Careful, some of them
are highly addictive! These are the
components that Nette Framework is built
on.

Clean Code and
Best Practises

Up-to-date
documentation 
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Thoughtful, high-quality, well-tested and pure
object-oriented design using the new
features in PHP 8. Nette will lead to well-
designed applications with emphasis on
future extensibility. According to tests, Nette
Framework is one of the fastest frameworks
ever.

Readers praise documentation for clarity and
completeness. We wish you a pleasant
reading.

Nette Sponsors
Become a Nette sponsor and support its development. At the same time, it will help

your company's exposure in the Nette community and makes it easier to attract
developers.

https://nette.org/en/donate


Become a Sponsor

 up

CHECK OUR OTHER PROJECTS

Web Framework component-based MVC
Latte the safest & intuitive templates
Tester enjoyable unit testing in PHP
Tracy debugging tool you will love 
Dependency Injection challenging container
Caching
Database layer for PHP
Forms greatly facilitates web forms
Mail sending emails
Neon readable file format
PHP Code Generator
Schema user data validation
Utils collection of useful utilities
…list of all packages

HELP & SUPPORT

Forum
Discord Nette
Release Notes
Commits

LEARN

Documentation
Blog
API
About Nette

COMMUNITY

Partners and sponsors
GitHub
Componette
Hall of Fame
Showcase

Donate Now

CHOOSE YOUR LANGUAGE

English
Česky
Deutsch
Español
Français
Italiano
Magyar
Polska
Português
Română
Slovenski
Türkçe
Ελληνικά
Български
Русский
Українська

FOLLOW US
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